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January 23, 2023 

Roy Q. Luckett, Esq. 
Acting Assistant General Counsel  
Complaints Examination & Legal Administration 
Federal Election Commission 
1050 First Street NE 
Washington, DC 20463 
VIA EMAIL: CELA@fec.gov  

Re: MUR 8066; Response to Complaint from Mike McCauley 

Dear Mr. Luckett: 

We write as counsel to Mike McCauley in response to the complaint filed by Summur-
Rayn Berrett on September 12, 2022 (the “Complaint”). Through the Complaint, Ms. Berrett 
seeks to involve the Federal Election Commission (the “Commission”) in a commercial dispute 
between her father’s campaign committee, Burgess 4 Utah (the “Committee”), the principal 
campaign committee for Congressman Burgess Owens in Utah’s Fourth Congressional District, 
and Mr. McCauley, who is the former treasurer of the Committee. For the reasons stated below, 
the Commission should follow the course it has taken in analogous cases and not inject itself into 
what is clearly a private, commercial dispute between two parties. Furthermore, under the 
Commission’s Enforcement Priority System, this matter does not warrant further administrative 
enforcement proceedings and should be promptly dismissed.   

I. Factual Background

Mike McCauley is founder and owner of McCauley and Associates P.C., a full service
political compliance firm based in Salt Lake City, Utah, that provides compliance, reporting, 
caging, and other serves to an array of political and nonprofit clients.1 Since 1998, Mr. 
McCauley has provided political consulting and compliance services to numerous candidates, 
state party committees, nonconnected committees, Super PACs, and corporate PACs. A Certified 
Public Accountant, Mr. McCauley is a member in good standing of the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants and the Utah Association of Certified Public Accountants, and is an 
Associate Member of the Certified Fraud Examiners.  

1 See Website for McCauley & Associates P.C., https://politicalcomplianceservices.com/.  
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In November 2019, Mr. Owens announced his intention to run for Congress in Utah’s 
Fourth Congressional District. He engaged McCauley and Associates to provide compliance 
consulting services to his campaign at that time. McCauley and Associates filed Mr. Owens’ 
statement of candidacy and a statement of organization for his campaign committee on 
November 4, 2019. For the first eight months of the campaign, Mr. Owens was reasonably 
successful in fundraising for the campaign but had not yet consolidated support due to the fact 
that he was facing three other viable Republicans in the June 30, 2020 primary election, 
including a state senator who ultimately received more votes at the Utah Republican Party’s 
nominating convention on April 25, 2020. Nevertheless, Mr. Owens wound up winning the June 
30, 2020 primary election by twenty points.  

 
Mr. Owens’ primary victory combined with his name identification from his NFL playing 

days and regular national television appearances resulted in a significant uptick in fundraising 
after the primary. From the inception of the campaign in November 2019 through May 2020, the 
campaign raised contributions from a total of 2,454 donors. However, from June 2020 through 
the date of the general election on November 3, 2020, the Owens campaign raised contributions 
from 74,651 donors, the vast majority of which was received in July through September 2020. 

 
As is often the case when a first-time candidate runs for Congress, the Owens campaign 

sought to be frugal with its compliance costs during the primary election. Accordingly, 
McCauley and Associates tracked and reported the campaign’s contributions and disbursements 
using the Commission’s free FECFile software, where Mr. McCauley and his team had to 
manually input all contributor information. This process worked fine for the first eight months of 
the campaign, where there was a manageable amount of activity to input and report. However, 
after the primary election on June 30, 2020, Mr. McCauley foresaw a drastic influx in 
fundraising and sought the campaign’s approval to purchase compliance software to handle the 
sheer number of contributions coming in.  

 
After receiving approval to acquire compliance and reporting software from the 

campaign, Mr. McCauley engaged in discussions with representatives for CMDI to purchase its 
Crimson software. Mr. McCauley spoke with Jack Blakely, a sales manager for CMDI on July 1, 
2020, the day after Mr. Owens won the primary election, to discuss CMDI’s services and the 
Crimson software. Mr. Blakely emailed Mr. McCauley the following day with some pricing 
options, and assured Mr. McCauley that the CMDI team was “very proficient at FECfile 
conversions, so should be able to have the campaign up and running within 10 business days if 
they do want to come over.”2 Mr. McCauley had expressed to Mr. Blakely during their phone 
call the need to quickly and seamlessly convert the campaign’s existing FECFile database into 
the Crimson system so he and his team would not fall behind in tracking the thousands of 
contributors that were beginning to come in daily at that point.  

 
                                            
2 Email from J. Blakely to M. McCauley (July 2, 2020) (attached as Exhibit A) 
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Mr. Blakely provided a standard contract to Mr. McCauley in his follow-up email on July 
2, 2020,3 and Mr. McCauley promptly presented the agreement to the campaign for its approval. 
Despite Mr. McCauley emphasizing the critical need for the software to the campaign, the 
campaign and its fundraisers dragged its heels for a month and did not ultimately authorize Mr. 
McCauley to execute the CMDI contract until July 30, 2020.4 Meanwhile, Mr. McCauley and his 
team were forced to make do with the campaign’s existing and ill-equipped FECFile database at 
a time when thousands of contributions were coming in every day. With that said, the month-
long delay by the campaign in approving the CMDI contract was not the only factor that created 
issues with the campaign’s reporting and hindered Mr. McCauley’s ability to perform his 
treasurer duties despite his best efforts.  

 
Following execution of the CMDI contract on July 30, 2020, Mr. Blakely connected Mr. 

McCauley through email with CMDI employees, Rachel Bryant and Joe Carothers, who he said 
would be “managing the conversion process and initial training for the campaign and will also be 
your ongoing support contacts.”5 Mr. McCauley promptly responded by sending Ms. Bryant and 
Mr. Carothers the Owens campaign FECFile database (i.e. DCf file) on August 3, 2020, so they 
could import the FECFile data into the Crimson software and assign users for the campaign’s 
Crimson account.6  

 
Unfortunately, CMDI did not perform any data or records integration for almost two 

months due to errors with the campaign’s WinRed imports, which CMDI programmers were 
unable to pinpoint and fix until September 30, 2020.7 It was not until then—just fifteen days 
before the October Quarterly report was due—that CMDI was even able to begin importing the 
campaign’s records into the Crimson system. Yet, CMDI offered to import only 18,000 records, 
representing only July activity, instead of the close to 75,000 records that had accrued from July 
through the end of September. As Mr. Blakely had previously made clear on July 2, 2020, the 
import and integration process would take ten business days, and likely longer with so many 
records. It would have therefore been unrealistic to expect CMDI to conclude its integration in 
time for Mr. McCauley and his team to have time to accurately complete the October Quarterly 
Report consisting of over 75,000 records. In light of the campaign’s delay in approving the 
CMDI contract and CMDI’s inability to quickly fix errors and integrate the campaign’s data, Mr. 
McCauley and his team were left having to use insufficient FECFile software at a time when the 
campaign was being deluged with thousands of reportable contributions.  
 
 

                                            
3 Id. CMDI unexecuted contract attached as Exhibit B. 
4 Email from M. McCauley to J. Blakely (July 30, 2020) (attached as Exhibit C). 
5 Email from J. Blakely to M. McCauley (Aug. 3, 2020) (attached as Exhibit D). 
6 Email from M. McCauley to J. Carothers (Aug. 3, 2020) (attached as Exhibit E). 
7 Email from S. Amaya to M. McCauley and S. McCauley (Sep. 30, 2020) (attached as Exhibit F). 
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All of these issues occurred in the third and fourth quarter of 2020, which coincides with 
the reporting periods at the crux of the RAD referral and enforcement matter8 that was the 
impetus for Ms. Berrett filing the current complaint. However, the campaign was fully aware of 
these delays and the CMDI integration issues and understood that they could jeopardize the 
accuracy of the campaign’s reports during these periods and make it impossible for Mr. 
McCauley’s team to account for the sheer volume of contributions despite their best efforts. 
 
II. Legal Analysis  

 
On January 3, 2005, the Commission issued a Policy Statement on the Naming of 

Treasurers in Enforcement Matters, which addressed the Commission’s position with regard to 
naming treasurers in their official versus personal capacities in Matters Under Review.9  The 
Policy explains that a treasurer will continue to be a named party in his or her official capacity 
when the Commission is seeking relief against the treasurer’s political committee. However, a 
treasurer will be named in his or her personal capacity, and will be held personally liable, only 
when: 
 

available information (or inferences fairly derived therefrom) 
indicates that the treasurer had knowledge that his or her conduct 
violated a duty imposed by law, or where the treasurer recklessly 
failed to fulfill his or her duties under the act and regulations, or 
intentionally deprived himself or herself of facts giving rise to the 
violations. If, at any time in the proceeding, the Commission is 
persuaded that the treasurer did not act with the requisite state of 
mind, subsequent findings against the treasurer will only be made in 
his or her official capacity.10 

 
In short, the Commission will only “pursue the treasurer in a personal capacity if 

information shows that the treasurer”: 
 

(1) knowingly and willfully violated the Act, or 
(2) recklessly failed to fulfill the duties imposed by law, or 
(3) intentionally deprived himself or herself of the operative facts 
giving rise to the violation.11 

 
 

                                            
8 See MUR 7973. 
9 See Statement of Policy Regarding Treasurers Subject to Enforcement Proceedings, 70 Fed. Reg. 3 (Jan. 3, 2005), 
https://www.fec.gov/resources/cms-content/documents/notice2004-20.pdf.  
10 Id. at 5. 
11 Id. at 5 n. 9. 
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In this case, there is no information provided in the Complaint or otherwise showing that 
Mr. McCauley knowingly or willfully violated the Act, recklessly failed to fulfill his treasurer 
duties, or intentionally deprived himself of operative facts giving rise to the violation. To the 
contrary, it was the campaign that deprived themselves of operative facts—namely, that the 
campaign’s contributor database was insufficient to track the massive uptick in contributions 
after Mr. Owens’ primary election victory on June 30, 2020. Mr. McCauley and his team were 
the only ones to have the wherewithal to proactively identify the database deficiencies at the time 
and promptly inform the campaign that more sophisticated software was required to ensure 
accurate and complete reporting. However, the campaign did not have a sense of urgency in 
approving the CMDI contract or have the foresight to predict the influx of contributions prior to 
the primary when it was apparent in polling Mr. Owens would win and was building a national 
media presence. Moreover, Mr. McCauley and his team cannot be blamed for what was clearly 
an integration delay by CMDI in onboarding the campaign’s data after the contract with CMDI 
was ultimately approved by the campaign in late July 2020.  
 
 The reality is that Mr. McCauley fulfilled his treasurer obligations and recordkeeping 
duties. He used his best efforts to keep records and report the Owens campaign’s financial 
activity during the course of McCauley and Associates’ engagement with the campaign. He and 
his team were forced to make do with an insufficient reporting system and a client that did not 
prioritize the need for compliance software at a time when it was deluged with contributions. 
This, combined with documented vendor delay in data integration, clearly demonstrates that Mr. 
McCauley satisfied his treasurer duties under the Act. Indeed, his work for the campaign fails to 
meet the test set forth by the Commission in its 2005 Policy Statement for inclusion of treasurers 
in their personal capacity in enforcement matters. The Complaint should therefore be promptly 
dismissed. 
 
III. Conclusion  

 
In light of the foregoing, there is no reason to believe Mr. McCauley violated the Act or 

the Commission’s regulations with respect to his role as treasurer for the Owens campaign.  We 
therefore respectfully request that the Commission dismiss the Complaint. 
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 Thank you for your prompt consideration of these matters, and please do not hesitate to 
contact me directly at (202) 659-6934 with any questions. 
 
      Respectfully submitted, 
 

       
 
      James E. Tyrrell III 
      Counsel to Mike McCauley 
  
 
Enc. 
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EXHIBIT A 
 
From: Jack Blakely <jblakely@cmdi.com>  
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 1:46 PM 
To: Mike McCauley <Mikem@mccauleyassociatespc.com> 
Subject: Special Crimson pricing for Owens campaign 
 
Hi Mike,  
 
Thank you again for taking the time to chat yesterday.  
 
I wanted to see if we could extend some special pricing for the Owens campaign, and am happy to say I 
got approval on a great deal!  
 
The campaign would be able to get two months free to start, and there's an out clause in case of an 
electoral loss (Section 13 of the attached contract.)  
 
We're very proficient at FECfile conversions, so should be able to have the campaign up and running 
within 10 business days if they do want to come over.  
 
I've attached a contract to this email for your review, please let me know if they might have any interest 
in upgrading before the election or would like to see a demo of the software.  
 
Thanks, and have a great 4th of July!  
 
 
Jack Blakely  
Manager, Sales  
CMDI  
Main: 703-790-8676  
Email: jblakely@cmdi.com  
Web: CMDI.com | Helpdesk  
 

 
 
--  
To stop receiving these emails, click here  
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Committee Name:

Address:

City, State Zip:

Contact Name:

Contact Email:

Contact Phone:

AUTHORIZATION AGREEMENT FOR DIRECT PAYMENTS (ACH Debits) 

Name of Financial Institution

Branch Address

Routing Number Account Number

Authorized Signature Date

Name Title

EXHIBIT B
MUR806600062



Subscription Term: 
First 2 Months Free: 
CTD (Cycle-to-Date): 
Conversion: 
Users:

*New (Next) Cycle

*

*Subject to separate Terms and Conditions.
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and

“You” or “Your” 

“Services”

“Order Form”

“Our”, “We” or “Us” 

“Subscription Term”

“User” or “Users”

“Your Data”

You are purchasing

Our responsibility
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Your responsibility

Subscription Fees 

Payment

Taxes 

Non-payment
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Confidential Information

Proprietary Software and Methods 
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a. We warrant

b. You warrant 

EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE STATED HEREIN, THERE ARE NO OTHER WARRANTIES EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED HEREUNDER, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY 
BE LIABLE FOR ANY INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, COVER OR PUNITIVE 
DAMAGES, FINES OR PENALTIES, HOWEVER CAUSED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOST 
INCOME, LOST REVENUE OR FAILURE TO FILE OR COMPLY WITH THE RULES AND REGULATIONS OF 
ANY GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY, INCLUDING THE FEDERAL ELECTION COMMISSION. 

a. The Term of This Agreement

b. Either You or We may Terminate 

Your Data will be returned

c. Renewal.

a. We will indemnify You

b. You will indemnify Us
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c. Indemnification is contingent 

IN NO EVENT SHALL EITHER PARTY'S AGGREGATE LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO 
THIS AGREEMENT, EXCEED THE TOTAL AMOUNT PAID BY YOU HEREUNDER OR, WITH RESPECT TO 
ANY SINGLE INCIDENT, THE AMOUNT PAID BY YOU HEREUNDER IN THE 12 MONTHS PRECEDING 
THE INCIDENT.  YOUR OBLIGATION TO PAY FEES FOR OUR SERVICES IS NOT LIMITED BY THIS 
PROVISION.

Solicit for Employment

Entire Agreement
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EXHIBIT C 
 
From: Mike McCauley <mikem@mccauleyassociatespc.com> 
Sent: Thursday, July 30, 2020 7:22 PM 
To: Jack Blakely <jblakely@cmdi.com> 
Subject: noreply@gmail.com_20200730_170021;  
  
Here you go. Let me know if you need anything else.   
noreply@gmail.com_20200730_170021; 
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EXHIBIT D 
 
From: Joseph Carothers [mailto:jcarothers@cmdi.com]  
Sent: Monday, August 03, 2020 7:46 AM 
To: Mike McCauley 
Cc: Rachel Bryant; Sofia Amaya 
Subject: Re: Crimson set-up: Burgess 4 Utah 

Good morning Mike, 

Welcome to Crimson, we are excited to have you on board!  Right now our programmers are 
setting up your Crimson database.  Below are a couple of items for us to review:  

1. In order to convert your existing FecFile data into Crimson, please send us the .dcf file that you 
may download from your FecFile account. 

2. We will setup users after the conversion has been completed.  Please email a list of users you 
will want us to add to the database.  We typically assign initial users “All Access” rights, 
but attached is some language on other user group options available if needed.  We will need:  

o First Name  
o Last Name  
o Email Address 

3. We will also plan to schedule a general training to go over the features and functionality of 
Crimson 3.  These trainings take about an hour and gives us the opportunity to answer any 
questions you may have about Crimson.  Once we have a conversion ETA we can schedule this.  

This should be plenty to get us started.  Feel free to let me know if you have any questions.  

Thank you,  

Joseph 

Joseph Carothers 
Client Representative 
CMDI 
Main: 703-770-6007 
Email: jcarothers@cmdi.com 
Web: CMDI.com | Helpdesk 
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From: Jack Blakely <jblakely@cmdi.com> 
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 9:29 AM 
To: Mike McCauley <mikem@mccauleyassociatespc.com> 
Cc: Rachel Bryant <rbryant@cmdi.com>; Joseph Carothers <jcarothers@cmdi.com> 
Subject: Crimson set-up: Burgess 4 Utah  
  
Hi Mike, 
 
Thank you again for choosing Crimson! 
 
I've cc'd Rachel Bryant and Joe Carothers on this email, they will be your points of contact going forward 
for this account. They'll be managing the conversion process and initial training for the campaign and 
will also be your ongoing support contacts.  
 
 
Thanks! 
 

Free for 2 
months. Starts 
at $50 in the 
3rd month.  

    

Jack Blakely | Manager, Sales 
CMDI 
1593 Spring Hill Road, Suite 400  
Tysons Corner, VA 22182 
Main: 703-790-8676  

  
website | email     
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EXHIBIT E 
 
 From: Mike McCauley <mikem@mccauleyassociatespc.com>  
Sent: Monday, August 3, 2020 4:03 PM 
To: 'Joseph Carothers' <jcarothers@cmdi.com> 
Cc: 'Rachel Bryant' <rbryant@cmdi.com>; 'Sofia Amaya' <samaya@cmdi.com> 
Subject: RE: Crimson set-up: Burgess 4 Utah 
 
Joseph: 
 
Thanks for Reaching out. I look forward to working with you.  Attached is the DCF file.  Also, initially I 
would like Steve and I to have Full access rights. Contact info below. 
 
Mike McCauley mikem@mccauleyassociatespc.com        
Steve MCCauley Steve@mccauleyassociatespc.com         
 
I will add read only users (fundraisers) after that.  Call with any questions. 
 
Mike McCauley, CPA 
801.664.2155 
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EXHIBIT F 
 
From: Sofia Amaya <samaya@cmdi.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, September 30, 2020 2:48 PM 
To: Mike McCauley <Mikem@mccauleyassociatespc.com>; Steve McCauley 
<Steve@mccauleyassociatespc.com> 
Cc: Rachel Bryant <rbryant@cmdi.com> 
Subject: Burgess 4 Utah - Follow-Up 
 
Good Afternoon Mike and Steve, 
 
My colleague, Nick in accounting, forwarded your correspondence to me for follow-up regarding the 
Burges 4 Utah database importing issues. I appreciate your patience, as well as your assistance, while we 
troubleshooted the issue with WinRed attribution imports Steve was experiencing. To confirm, our 
programmers were able to identify the issue and publish a fix. 
 
For convenience, I have forwarded my other colleague’s, Joe,  last email on the matter below. I am 
purposely excluding the attached excel he originally included just in case it is causing any issues for the 
delivery of the email. That excel included a list of People Records that were incorrectly created as a 
result of the failed imports (they only had last name, no money or any other details associated with 
them). With your permission, we would like to go ahead and have those bad records removed from the 
database. Could you please let us know if Steve had received that file for review and, if so, may we move 
forward with processing the record removals? 
 
Joe also extended an offer to help load the WinRed attributions that failed/remained. Steve mentioned 
there were about 18,000 records to load. We’d be happy to assist with getting those uploaded. Can you 
please confirm if that works for you both? If so, then can you please provide us with a list of the payout 
totals/dates as well as the corresponding attribution files to upload for each? 
 
I hope this information is helpful. Please let me know if you have any other questions I can help answer 
at this time. 
 
Thank You! 
Sofia 
 

Free for 2 months. Starts at 
$50 in the 3rd month.      

Sofia Amaya | VP of Client Relations 
CMDI 
1593 Spring Hill Road, Suite 400  
Tysons Corner, VA 22182 
Main: 703-790-8676  

  
website | email     

 
 
 
From: Joseph Carothers <jcarothers@cmdi.com>  
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 4:04 PM 
To: Steve <steve@mccauleyassociatespc.com> 
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Cc: Sofia Amaya <samaya@cmdi.com>; Rachel Bryant <rbryant@cmdi.com> 
Subject: Re: Update on loading our file 
 
Good afternoon Steve, 
 
I hope you've had a good week! 
 
Our programmers were able to identify an issue on the back end that was causing the Error: 763 you 
were seeing with your WinRed imports. This caused the imports to fail part way through, creating 
people records with just last names. Our programmers have resolved this issue and successfully 
imported the file you provided. You will see the attributions that were imported in the gift record, MID: 
11877. 
 
The next steps will be to remove any incorrect records that were created during the failed imports. I've 
attached an excel of People Records with just Last Name. With your confirmation, I will have these 
removed.  
 
After these are removed, we can continue to load the data you have. I'd like to offer to load any WinRed 
files you currently have. I know you mentioned you had about 18,000 records to load, so I want to 
reduce any friction on your end. If so, we can coordinate the file transfer. 
 
Let me know how you would like to proceed. I appreciate your patience through this process. 
 
Thank you, 
Joseph 
 
Joseph Carothers 
Client Representative 
CMDI 
Main: 703-770-6007 
Email: jcarothers@cmdi.com 
Web: CMDI.com | Helpdesk 

 

 
From: Joseph Carothers <jcarothers@cmdi.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 6:04:18 PM 
To: Steve <steve@mccauleyassociatespc.com> 
Cc: Sofia Amaya <samaya@cmdi.com>; Rachel Bryant <rbryant@cmdi.com> 
Subject: Re: Update on loading our file  
  
Steve, 
 
One of our programmers is working with your file to trace the error you are receiving. As soon 
as this is resolved your data can be uploaded. When I hear back that this is resolved I will send 
you and update. 
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I appreciate your patience as we work through this. 
 
Let me know if you have any questions. 
 
Thank you, 
Joseph  
 
Joseph Carothers 
Client Representative 
CMDI 
Main: 703-770-6007 
Email: jcarothers@cmdi.com 
Web: CMDI.com | Helpdesk 

 

 
From: Steve <steve@mccauleyassociatespc.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 16, 2020 3:00 PM 
To: Joseph Carothers <jcarothers@cmdi.com> 
Subject: Update on loading our file  
  
Hey Joseph, 
  
I'm just looking for an update on how you're coming with the file I sent to you? When can I expect some 
information? 
  
Thanks, 
  
Steve McCauley 
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